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Abstract—In this paper, we provide an intuitive viewing to simplify the Siamese-based trackers by converting the tracking task to a
classification. Under this viewing, we perform an in-depth analysis for them through visual simulations and real tracking examples, and
find that the failure cases in some challenging situations can be regarded as the issue of missing decisive samples in offline training.
Since the samples in the initial (first) frame contain rich sequence-specific information, we can regard them as the decisive samples to
represent the whole sequence. To quickly adapt the base model to new scenes, a compact latent network is presented via fully using
these decisive samples. Specifically, we present a statistics-based compact latent feature for fast adjustment by efficiently extracting
the sequence-specific information. Furthermore, a new diverse sample mining strategy is designed for training to further improve the
discrimination ability of the proposed compact latent network. Finally, a conditional updating strategy is proposed to efficiently update
the basic models to handle scene variation during the tracking phase. To evaluate the generalization ability and effectiveness and of
our method, we apply it to adjust three classical Siamese-based trackers, namely SiamRPN++, SiamFC, and SiamBAN. Extensive
experimental results on six recent datasets demonstrate that all three adjusted trackers obtain the superior performance in terms of the
accuracy, while having high running speed.

Index Terms—Compact latent network, Siamese networks, decisive samples, visual object tracking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Visual object tracking is a critical task in computer vision, with
many applications such as automated surveillance, human-
computer interaction, and vehicle monitoring [2]. The objec-
tive of this task is to track a target, specified in the first few
frames, throughout a video sequence. As with many other tasks
of computer vision [3], [4], [5], recent years have witnessed
the huge success of deep learning methods in object tracking.

In the early years, researchers in the field focused on
incorporating online correlation-filter-based models with deep
features pre-trained on recognition tasks [3]. With the increase
in labeled video data, more and more works [6], [7], [8] have
attempted to re-train deep models on large-scale video datasets
to obtain tracking-specific features, with SiamFC [6] being
one of the pioneering models. This work first introduced the
large-scale video object detection dataset ILSVRC2015 [9],
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and then successfully incorporated data-driven deep learning
with real-time visual tracking, attracting significant attention
in the tracking community. Several works have since fol-
lowed, including [10], [7], [8], [11], [12], [13]. For instance,
Li et al. [7] introduced the Region Proposal Network (RPN)
into the Siamese framework, avoiding the requirement of
multiple computations for the scale estimation of SiamFC,
and achieving faster speed (160 frame-per-second (FPS)) and
better tracking performance. Many variants based on this have
also been proposed, such as SiamRPN++ [12], which further
enhances the accuracy while maintaining the high speed.

However, these Siamese-based trackers are still unable to
address more challenging situations, such as the presence of
similar distractors or significant deformation. We provide a
new and intuitive method to analyze the underlying reason
for these failures. Specifically, we simplify the Siamese-based
model to a linear binary-classifier and convert the tracking
task to a classification problem. For example, as shown in
the tracking results in Fig. 1, a Siamese-based model (such
as SiamRPN++ [12]) usually produces many boxes (yellow
dotted boxes) with classification scores as candidates and
then selects the box with the highest score as the final
tracking result (yellow solid box). We can regard the image
patches under these boxes as candidate classification samples.
Then, the tracking problem is transferred to classifying these
candidate samples. In this case, we observe that above failures
come from the issue of missing decisive samples, i.e. some
key samples, such as the samples in these challenging cases,
are rare or unseen during offline training. This will lead
to the poor discriminative ability of the trained model for
these samples. This is a common problem with most data-
driven models, since they do not capture all the data used
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Fig. 1. Illustration of tracking procedure (green panel) and
ignoring context (blue panel) of a Siamese-based model
(SiamRPN++ [12]). In the green panel, the red solid box is
the ground truth, the yellow one is the final predicted bounding
box (bbox) and the yellow dotted boxes are candidate samples.
The blue panel shows the sequence-specific samples, which
are extracted from the first frame. Green and orange rectangles
indicate the positive and negative bboxes, respectively. How-
ever, most Siamese-based approaches ignore these sequence-
specific samples in the first frame, leading to failures in challeng-
ing cases, such as frame #0012 in this example.

for training. In contrast, in the tracking task, each sequence
provides annotated bounding boxes (bboxes) in the first frame.
These boxes can generate sequence-specific samples and
improve the recognition ability of the model, since these
samples include most foreground and background information
in this sequence. For example, in Fig. 1, we randomly draw
several bboxes in the first frame to produce the sequence-
specific samples, which are labeled as positive or negative
ones according to their overlap with the ground-truth. These
samples, such as ‘sky’ or ‘sea’ patches in our example, can
provide important context in other frames (frame #0012) to
facilitate the tracking. However, most Siameses-based methods
only apply annotations to extract templates, thus ignoring the
rich contextual information. Therefore, these models can be
tuned with neglected contextual information, improving their
discriminative ability for all samples in the sequence.

However, fully utilizing sequence-specific information to
tune a model trained offline is a challenging task, especially
for real-time tracking, since it incurs computational load. A
simple solution is to use an optimization method such as
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [14], ride regression [15],
or Lagrangian multipliers [16], directly retrain the Siamese-
based model. However, these methods are usually impractical
and time-consuming for tracking.

To extract effective information from sequence-specific
samples and meet real-time requirements, a compact latent
network (CLNet) is proposed to tune recent Siamese-based
trackers. The proposed CLNet consists of a feature-adjusting
subnetwork, a latent encoder, and a prediction subnetwork.
The first module is built by three 1 × 1 convolutional layers
for efficiency, and provides the adjusted feature for each

sequence-specific sample. The core module, the latent encoder,
generates a compact feature representation for the entire set
of sequence-specific samples by computing the statistical
information inside the positive and negative adjusting feature
sets, respectively. Next, the latent features are fed into the last
subnetwork (a three-layer perceptron) to predict the adjusting
parameters.

It is worth mentioning that our statistics-based latent fea-
tures are compact and only with a few thousand parame-
ters. Furthermore, they include more uncertainty information
than standard features, which is beneficial for performance
improvement [17]. In addition, a new diverse sample mining
algorithm is proposed for training to further enhance the per-
formance. In contrast to the previous training methods [12], we
aim to effectively capture the sequence-specific information
to train the latent feature. Thus, for each batch, we adopt
image-pairs sampled from a sequence. To handle significant
appearance changes and similar distractors, we mine the
diverse samples to enhance the training performance.

To verify the effectiveness, we adopt three representative
trackers, SiamRPN++ [12], SiamFC [6], and SiamBAN [18],
as our baselines. To keep the generalization ability of the
baseline models, our CLNet is applied to adjust the last layers
in the regression and classification branches. For handling
scene variation and fast adjustment, we propose a new con-
ditional updating strategy to dynamically adjust basic models,
by using classification scores of candidate boxes. Specifically,
CLNet is only used on the first frame and the frames that
suffer from scene changes, as determined by our conditional
update strategy, and is ignored in other frames. Comprehensive
evaluations on six popular benchmarks (in §4) demonstrate the
strengths of the proposed algorithm.

Our key contributions are as follows:
• We provide an in-depth analysis of Siamese-based

trackers and demonstrate that their poor discrimination
ability under certain challenging scenarios is caused by
missing decisive samples during training. We find that this
problem can be alleviated by utilizing sequence-specific
samples from the first frame.

• A novel framework termed CLNet is proposed to adjust
deep Siamese-based trackers by efficiently capturing the
sequence-specific information. To our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to utilize statistics-based latent features
to adjust deep trackers.

• We incorporate a diverse sample mining technique to
facilitate network training. This technique can effectively
enhance the discrimination ability of CLNet, by capturing
the critical statistical information of a sequence.

• A conditional updating strategy is designed for fast
and robust adjustment. This strategy can dynamically
adjust basic models to efficiently utilize sequence-specific
information and handle scene variation.

• Comprehensive experiments on six tracking bench-
marks show the benefits of our CLNet, which leads to
promising improvement for three baseline trackers:
SiamRPN++, SiamFC, and SiamBAN. Moreover, our
adjusted trackers can still remain high running speed over
38 FPS.
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This paper significantly extends our previous work in [1],
and presents several improvements with extensive discussions.
First, we obtain additional details of our approach via an
intuitive illustration of the missing decisive samples and ignor-
ing context caused by current Siamese-based models to better
illustrate our motivation. Second, we provide thorough discus-
sions analyzing the core causes for the failures in Siamese-
based models by conducting qualitative and quantitative anal-
yses on real sequences. Third, we design a new conditional
updating strategy to dynamically and efficiently adjust basic
models for further performance improvement and remaining
high speed. Fourth, we apply our method to two other repre-
sentative Siamese-based trackers, SiamFC and SiamBAN, with
further elaboration on the formulations and the implementation
details. Fifth, we provide more experiments for ablation study
to analyze the impact of adjusting regression branches and
different weight augmentation approaches. Last but not least,
we add two new datasets, VOT2020 [19] and GOT10k [20]
and conduct extensive experiments to thoroughly examine the
effectiveness in quickly adjusting Siamese-based trackers. The
results on SiamRPN++, SiamFC, and SiamBAN demonstrate
the generalization ability of our adjustment method.

2 RELATED WORK

Although many methods have been proposed for visual object
tracking, such as the regression model [24], [25], correlation
filter [21], [22], [23], and sparse coding [26], [27]. Here, we
pay attention to Siamese networks based trackers [6], [7], and
meta-learning [28], [29], mostly related to our algorithm.

2.1 Siamese Networks Based Trackers
In early years, pre-trained CNN models were used to ex-
tract powerful features and incorporated with different online
tracking methods [30], [31], [15], [32], [22], [33]. As the
increment of the available datasets for tracking [9], [34], [35],
[36], [20], more and more researchers have paid attention
to designing new networks and retraining their models with
tracking datasets [14], [24], [6], [37], [7], [12]. Among these
approaches, trackers based on Siamese networks [32], [6] have
become mainstream in recent years.

Bertinetto et al. [6], provided a new paradigm to train
fully convolutional Siamese networks (SiamFC), by using the
large-scale labeled video datasets. Specifically, SiamFC learns
a similarity metric based on the Siamese networks, through
offline training on a large-scale video detection dataset [9].
Then, the learned Siamese networks are directly applied to
generate the score map between the target and search region
for tracking, without any online training. This paradigm,
separating offline training and online tracking, achieves a well
balance between efficiency and accuracy. Since this work,
more attentions are attracted to further mine the offline track-
ing model by presenting various Siamese networks [38], [39],
[40], [41], using efficient Siamese networks [43], designing
a powerful training loss [42], and so on [44], [45], [33].
Some researchers have focused on presenting various strategies
for online updating, such as utilizing deep reinforcement
learning [47], [48], [49] , learning a dynamic network [46], or

incorporating a correlation filter [10]. Among these trackers,
SiamRPN [7] successfully applies the region proposal network
to Siamese networks, achieving impressive accuracy on the
challenging VOT dataset [50], and with particularly high
speed. Several following works also set up the new state-of-
the-art on it [8], [11], [12], [13]. For instance, Zhu et al. [8]
presented an incremental learning approach and a distractor-
aware data augmentation method to enhance the online track-
ing mechanism and offline training, respectively. Since this,
more researchers focus on improving the discriminative ability
of the core network by designing more powerful architectures,
such as a deeper networks [12], cascaded RPN [11], and
wider networks [13]. These methods prefer to propose more
discriminative offline models, utilizing more data. However,
the contextual information of the first frame is ignored.

2.2 Meta-Learning
Meta-learning is usually interpolated as the inception of
learning-to-learn [29], [52], [53], [54], or fast weights [28],
[51], and can be applied to the few-shot recognition task.
Recent meta-learning approaches are roughly grouped by three
major categories, including 1) memory-based methods [58],
[59], which investigate the storage of key training examples by
encoding fast adaptation methods or utilizing effective memory
architectures; 2) optimization-based methods [60], [61], which
explore the adaptive parameter initialization to quickly tune the
model for new tasks; and 3) metric-based methods [55], [56],
[57], which focus on learning powerful similarity metrics to
discriminate samples from the same class.

Although recent years witness the success of meta-learning
in few-shot classification [60], [62], [63], only a few works are
related with visual object tracking [64], [65]. An optimization-
based meta-learner [64] is proposed for gradient-based online
updating by learning an adaptive step. This approach has been
used to speedup two online training trackers [14], [66], by
decreasing the training iterations. However, it is not suitable
for offline training models, such as Siamese-based trackers.
Recently, a gradient-guided network [67] and meta-learner
model [65] were presented to online update Siamese networks
based trackers, by capturing target-specific information with
the gradients. In contrast, our algorithm investigates a new
direction to use the statistics-based latent feature to extract
the sequence-specific information.

3 SIAMESE-BASED TRACKER WITH COMPACT
LATENT NETWORK
We adopt SiamRPN++ [12] as our basic tracker, which is
a recent representative Siamese-based tracker. Its framework
is briefly introduced in §3.1. Then, a deep analysis is con-
ducted to explore the underlying issue of Siamese-based
trackers, called as missing decisive samples (see §3.2). To
alleviate this problem, an efficient compact latent network
(CLNet) is proposed in §3.3, by adjusting the basic model.
Furthermore, a new mining method is proposed to find the
diverse training samples in §3.4. We show our framework
in Fig. 2. Besides, we combine it to the more recent state-
of-the-art SiamBAN [18] tracker, and classical SiamFC [6]
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of adjusting a Siamese-based tracker (such as SiamRPN++ [12]) via our compact latent network (CLNet). For
clarity, only the classification branch is shown. In the first frame, our CLNet predicts the weights of the last layer to adjust the basic
model by using the hidden map. In the following frames, we only adjust the basic model on a few frames by using our conditional
updating strategy (§3.5) to reduce computation and handle scene variation. In most frames, we omit the CLNet and apply the
adjusted model for tracking. We show the latent encoder on the right, where σ and µ are the standard deviation and mean of a
sample set. We generate the positive and negative sets using the annotated (predicted) bounding box in the first (previous) frame.

tracker in §3.6, to further verify the generalization ability of
our approach.

3.1 Revisiting SiamRPN++ for Tracking

The pioneering SiamFC [6] regards the target patch as a tem-
plate, which is given in the first frame, and the goal is to find
the most similar patch from the adjacent (search) region of the
following frames. SiamFC [6] construct a fully convolutional
Siamese model φ to obtain representative features. This model
includes an instance branch to process the search region x,
and a template branch to represent the target patch z. Then
the final similarity map S is generated by the cross-correlation
(convolution) operation:

S(x, z) = φ(x) ∗ φ(z) + b, (1)

where ∗ represents the cross-correlation operation and b is the
offset of the similarity value. S1 ∈ Rw×h is the similarity
metric for the searching instances and template, where w and
h represent the height and width of this map. Then the target
location is on the peak of S.

SimRPN [7] incorporates Region Proposal Network (RPN)
to extend SiamFC. It simultaneously makes position and scale
estimation by regressing the target bounding box (bbox) with
the classification and regression branches. It also uses a multi-
anchors technique [4] for higher accuracy. Incorporated with
Siamese networks, SiamRPN generates w × h × k anchors,
where each search position will produce k anchors on search
feature map φ(x). The classification and regression branches
provide a classification score and corresponding proposal
(bbox) for each anchor. The formulations are as follows:

Acls
w×h×2k = convfeacls (φ(x)) ∗ convkercls (φ(z)),

Aloc
w×h×4k = convfealoc (φ(x)) ∗ convkerloc (φ(z)),

(2)

1. For simplification, we remove (x, z) for similar math notations.

where conv represents the convolutional network providing
new feature maps. Then the proposal with the highest classifi-
cation score is the final target bbox. To reduce the number of
parameters, SiamRPN++ [12] uses the asymmetrical depth-
wise cross-correlation to provide efficient computation and
also alleviates the issue caused by the distinction between the
regression and classification. The formulation of new RPN
block is as follows:

Acls
w×h×2k = headcls

(
αfeacls (φ(x)) ? αkercls (φ(z))

)
,

Aloc
w×h×4k = headloc

(
αfealoc (φ(x)) ? αkerloc (φ(z))

)
,

(3)

where ? is the depth-wise cross-correlation, α is an adjusted
(1×1 convolutional) layer, and head denotes the head block
to predict maps of regression and classification.

3.2 Analysis of Siamese-Based Training Methods

Siamese-based trackers are trained by using numerous image
pairs from labeled video datasets (e.g., VID [9]) as rich
training samples. The generalization ability of tracking models
can be effectively enhanced by these rich samples. However,
the sequence-specific information is ignored, which is given
by the annotation in the initial frame. Here, a simple binary-
classification case is introduced to intuitively illustrate the
underlying issue in the general training method. We can also
regard SiamFC [6] as a binary-classification model. Specif-
ically, the template is viewed as the classifier to classify
the instance patches. Thus, our analysis is suitable for most
approaches based on SiamRPN [7] or SiamFC [6].
Visualization Analysis. According to the Siamese-based train-
ing method, we assume that various negative and positive
samples come from different videos in training. As shown in
Fig. 3, a group of negative samples (the big green ellipse) and
positive samples (the big blue ellipse) are used for training.
To maintain the largest margin of the two group boundaries,
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the optimal decision hyperplane should be in the middle of the
two groups. w1 is assumed as the ideal decision hyperplane
based on the training data in Fig. 3. In testing, we assume
the testing negative and positive samples (e.g. sampled from
unseen videos) do not overlap training samples, and the testing
samples are usually far fewer than training samples. Therefore,
the testing samples are represented by small ellipses, and
the challenging samples are assumed to lie near the decision
hyperplane. Some challenging samples in Fig. 3 may pass
through the decision hyperplane. This indicates the trained
classifier can not discriminate against these difficult samples.

If any negative sample’s score is higher than some positive
samples in the general classification task, an error will occur.
In contrast, in the tracking task, the error occurs only when
one negative sample’s score is higher than all positive sam-
ples. However, there still exists the problem of an unsuitable
decision hyperplane (e.g. w1) in tracking. For example, as
shown in Fig. 3, we take samples from the search region as
the testing data points. Among all negative samples, we denote
the point farthest away from the decision hyperplane w1 as the
red triangle. This indicates it has the highest positive score.
Similarly, among all positive samples, the red star means the
point with the highest score. We can find the red triangle’s
score is higher than that of the red star. Therefore, the red
triangle is viewed as the final target, leading to tracking faults.

A simple method to alleviate the above issue is using some
optimization models to retrain the classifier with the available
testing data (e.g. the support vector machine). However, this
method may ignore the information captured from training
data and reduce the classifier’s generalization, because only
a few samples are available for retraining. For example, in
Fig. 3, if only a few testing samples (i.e., the ones in the first
frame) are used for retraining, the decision hyperplane should
be w2, not the ideal w∗ (considering testing and training data).
This means that retrained classifier fails to distinguish some
difficult samples, like the triangles in the up-right of ellipse
(training data), even if it has learned them during training.
Thus, a new solution should be explored for this issue.

Training data

Training data

Testing 

data

Testing 

data

w1
w*

Positive

Sample

Negative

Sample

w2

Fig. 3. The binary-classification issue with the general Siamese-
based training method. w1 and w2 are the ideal decision hyper-
planes based on the training and testing sets, respectively. The
dotted w∗ is the decision hyperplane considering both sets. The
red star and triangle represent the decisive samples.

Analysis for the Tracking Case. Firstly, a metric is defined
to measure the unsuitable decision hyperplane and better
illustrate the issue under the tracking setting. We run the
SiamRPN++ [12] tracker on the SnowBoarding4 sequence in
NfS [68], and observe the classification scores of alternative
bboxes for each frame. Firstly, we group these bboxes into a
positive set and a negative set. The bboxes are assigned to the
positive set, if their overlap scores with ground-truth bboxes
are more than or equal to 0.5. The other bboxes are classified
into the negative set. Then, we select the bbox with the highest
classification score as the decisive positive bbox (P-bbox) for
each positive set. Similarly, we can obtain the decisive negative
bbox (N-bbox) from the negative set. As shown in Fig. 4(a),
we plot the P-bbox (blue rectangle) and N-bbox (red rectangle)
of SiamRPN++ for frame 1 and frame 50. We also provide the
classification (Pc ∈ [0, 1] and Nc ∈ [0, 1]) and overlap (Po and
No) scores. When the positive set is empty, i.e., the overlaps
of all bboxes are less than 0.5, we set Pc = 0 and Nc = 0.
This also indicates tracking faults.

Then, we can use the score difference value D = Pc−Nc ∈
[−1, 1] to measure the classification decision hyperplane. A
large D means the decision hyperplane is discriminative and
can separate the samples. Conversely, a small D indicates
that the hyperplane is not robust and can easily be misled
by some difficult samples. When D < 0, it faces tracking
faults, i.e., the negative bbox (No < 0.5) is regarded as the
target bbox. Thus, from this measurement, we find that some
unexpected performance can be attributed to an unsuitable
decision hyperplane. As shown in Fig. 4(c), SiamRPN++
obtains many low score differences before frame 50, resulting
in accumulated error. This prevents the model from being able
to track the object after frame 50 (see Fig. 4(e)).

Furthermore, we suppose the underlying reason for the
unsuitable decision hyperplane is that the tracking model
can not see the decisive samples in this sequence (blue and
red rectangles in frame #0001 of Fig. 4(a)) during offline
training, leading to high positive classification scores for
negative samples (Fig. 4(c)). To verify this suppose, we adjust
the tracking model by using the samples in frame #0001.
As shown in Fig. 4(d), we significantly reduce the scores
of negative samples and enhance the model’s discriminative
ability for this sequence. This indicates that the underlying
reason for performance degradation can be attributed to the
issue of missing decisive samples during offline training.
Context Ignoring. We try to alleviate the above issue and seek
a reasonable decision hyperplane for tracking. Notice that in
the first frame of a sequence, the target ground-truth (GT)
bbox is given. It contains rich information for this sequence,
which can help generate a reasonable decision hyperplane
and enhance the model discrimination ability. However, most
Siamese-based trackers ignore the discriminative context infor-
mation and only apply GT bbox to obtain the template feature.
It is vital to effectively utilize the supervision information
for the model (classifier) learning. One simple strategy is
using the negative and positive samples (i. e. testing data
in Fig. 3) for finetuning. However, model finetuning is time-
consuming because of the requirement of numerous iterations
for optimization [14]. Furthermore, the limited number of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4. The issue in SiamRPN++ [12]. Subfigure (a) shows
the decisive bounding boxes (bboxes) provided by SiamRPN++
in two frames of the SnowBoarding4 sequence in NfS [68]. The
blue rectangle represents the decisive positive bbox (P-bbox),
which has the highest classification score in the positive set.
The blue text shows the classification score (Pc) and overlap
(Po) with the ground-truth (green rectangle). We also obtain the
decisive negative bbox (red rectangle), denoted as N-bbox, and
its scores (red text). Similarly, (b) shows the decisive bboxes
obtained by our CLNet-RPN. Subfigures (c) and (d) show the
decisive classification scores (positive and negative) for the
whole sequence, obtained by SiamRPN++ and our CLNet-RPN,
respectively. Subfigure (e) plots the score differences for the
two methods. Finally, (f) shows the overlap scores of the final
tracking bboxes produced by SiamRPN++ and our CLNet-RPN.

samples easily results in overfitting. If only the testing data in
Fig. 3 is considered, the optimal decision hyperplane will be
w2. However, it will provide the wrong predictions for some
difficult training samples. In fact, it is not easy to find the
ideal decision hyperplane w∗ by considering both the testing
and training data. We try to use a compact latent network
(CLNet) to find the ideal model which can distinguish both
samples in the first frame (testing data) and large-scale labeled
videos (training data).

In our experiments, we find that a discriminative decision
hyperplane (with large score difference D) can indeed improve
the tracking performance. We employ our CLNet (see §3.3)
to adjust SiamRPN++ and denote the new tracker as CLNet-

RPN. As shown in Fig. 4(e)(f), our CLNet achieves larger
score difference D than SiamRPN++ in many frames, and
also provides better overlaps. Furthermore, we find that D
is approximately proportional to the overlap, which indicates
that there is an underlying connection between the discrim-
inative decision hyperplane and the tracking performance.
Besides, we also provide two visual examples in Fig. 4(b),
and plot classification scores (Pc and Nc) of decisive bboxes
in Fig. 4(d). Compared with Fig. 4(a)(c), we find that our
CLNet significantly improves the discrimination ability for the
negative samples, achieving better performance.

3.3 Compact Latent Network for SiamRPN++

The recent state-of-the-art Siamese-based model,
SiamRPN++ [12], is selected as the base tracker. Then,
we apply our CLNet to this basic model to demonstrate its
effectiveness, denoting the new tracker as CLNet-RPN.

All layers are fixed except the last one in the regression and
classification branches, to maintain the original model’s gen-
erality. Note that, we only explain incorporating classification
branches with our compact latent network, but the regression
branches can be processed with a similar method. We omit
the notation cls for simplicity. Firstly, the base model is
reformulated to better explain our new module. As mentioned
in §3.1, SiamRPN++ has two convolutional layers in the last
head block, which can be decomposed into two components,
i.e. head = head1(head0). In the classification branch, we
use a function f to denote all layers except the last one and
reformulate the classification map in Eq. (3):

A = head1(M(x, z); θ1), (4)

where θ1 is the parameter in head1, and M(x, z) =
head0

(
αfea(φ(x)) ? αker(φ(z))

)
. In fact, we view M ∈

Rw×h×c as a w × h feature map, and the channel number
is c.

A compact feature representation is provided to better utilize
the feature map M via exploiting its statistical information.
Firstly, the channel number c is adjusted to c̄ to acquire the
initial latent feature M̄, by using a network with three 1× 1
convolutional layers, called feature-adjusting subnetwork ga
(see the details in §4.1). The formulation is as follows:

M̄ = ga(M), (5)

where M̄ ∈ Rw×h×c̄. We set c̄ ≤ 2c to reduce the cost.
We regard this latent feature M̄ as a set containing the

hidden vectors of the template-instance pair, i.e., M̄ =
{m̄1, m̄2, · · · , m̄wh}. We split this set into two groups ac-
cording to the classification labels Y ∈ Rw×h, i. e. a negative
set N = {m̄−

1 , m̄
−
2 , · · · , m̄

−
n−}, and a positive set P =

{m̄+
1 , m̄

+
2 , · · · , m̄

+
n+}. To capture the statistical information,

the latent encoder operation is presented via the standard
deviation σ and mean µ of these two sets:

µρ =
1

nρ

∑nρ

i=1
m̄ρ
i ,

σρ =

√
1

nρ

∑nρ

i=1
(m̄ρ

i − µρ)2,

(6)
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Positive Gaussian

wnwg
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Fig. 5. Intuitive example for the benefits of statistics-based
features on the binary classification. wn and wg are the decision
hyperplanes decided by normal samples and statistics-based
features, respectively. Dotted ellipses are the approximations of
true Gaussian distributions (blue and green ellipses).

where ρ ∈ {+,−}, µ ∈ Rl, and σ ∈ R+l. We use
concatenation to build the final latent feature c, i.e.,

c = concat(µ+, σ+, µ−, σ−). (7)

In summary, we denote our latent encoder operation LE:

c = LE(M̄,Y). (8)

Benefits of Statistics-Based Feature. In fact, our statistics-
based feature can alleviate the missing decisive samples issue
and is more robust than original features. An intuitive example
is given in Fig. 5 to verify its powerful representative ability
to reduce this issue. We assume the distributions of negative
and positive sets are Gaussian distributions (represented by
the blue and green ellipses), and draw several negative (green
triangles) and positive (blue stars) samples. If only these
drawn samples and the rule of largest margin are used to
seek the decision hyperplane, a wrong hyperplane wn will be
found. In practice, wg should be the true decision hyperplane,
because the two ellipses’ edges are true sample boundaries.
The incorrect decision hyperplane can be attributed to missing
decisive samples, i.e., the drawn samples do not include the
key samples (red triangle and star). However, if the Gaussian
distribution is represented by the statistics features, i.e., the
standard deviation and mean of each sample set, it is easier to
obtain the approximations (dotted ellipses). Then we can use
them to achieve better classification performance and find out
the ideal decision hyperplane, by some optimization methods
based on uncertainty [17]. In summary, even we do not draw
the decisive samples in this intuitive example, the correct
decision hyperplane can still be found by using the statistics-
based feature. Besides, note that we only require the mean and
standard deviation to represent a Gaussian distribution. Thus,
they can be adopted as the compact features to reduce the
missing decisive samples issue, via unitizing the underlying
distribution.

Our compact representation has two additional merits. 1)
Its parameters are fewer than the original feature. Note that c̄
has the same order of magnitude to c. In practice, the original
feature’s parameter number w × h × c is usually higher than
4 × c̄ of the compact feature c. 2) Our compact feature is

number-free. This feature can be built by a various number of
negative ad positive samples. Since SiamRPN-based tracking
models have different input image-pairs [7], leading to the
changing number of negative or positive samples, our feature
is very suitable for these models.

Given the latent compact feature c, we use a multi-layer per-
ceptron to build the prediction subnetwork g∆ and generate
a deviation for the last head layer’s weights:

∆θ1 = g∆(c), (9)

where the weight deviation predictor is g∆, which including
three fully connected layers. We add these deviations with the
weights to tune the model for various sequences:

θa = θ1 + ∆θ1. (10)

Finally, we use the adjusted weight θa to generate the final
classification map. We apply a similar weight adjustment for
the regression branch, except that we construct the compact la-
tent feature by using the positive set, because only the positive
samples are available during training. Overall, the formulations
of adjusted regression map Aloc

a and classification map Acls
a

are as follow:

Acls
a = headcls1 (f cls(x, z); θclsa ),

Aloc
a = headloc1 (f loc(x, z); θloca ).

(11)

These maps are used to predict targets, like SiamRPN++ [12].

3.4 Training with Diverse Sample Mining
All parameters in the original model are fixed to train our
compact latent networks, and the same smooth-L1 loss Lloc

and softmax loss Lcls in SiamRPN++ [12] are used to adjust
regression and classification maps, respectively. We formulate
the final loss as follows:

L = Lcls(Acls
a , ycls) + λLloc(Aloc

a , yloc), (12)

where yloc and ycls represent the regression and classification
ground-truths, respectively, and we set the trade-off param-
eter λ is as 1.2. To obtain a more discriminative feature,
SiamRPN++ samples the image-pairs in one training batch
from different sequences. This training method is not suitable
for our adjustment. Since our goal is to predict the adaptive
weights for one sequence rather than the whole dataset. We
do not require the general information across sequences but
aim to extract the vital information within a specific sequence
during training. Besides, the local statistical information inside
one sequence is more suitable for our statistics-based latent
feature. Thus, several image-pairs are randomly sampled from
the same sequence in each training batch .

A diverse sample mining approach is proposed to enhance
the training performance, via ranking unused negative samples
with their classification scores. In SiamRPN++ [12], adopts the
intersection-over-union (IoU ) between the ground-truth bbox
and anchor are adopted to choose the negative and positive
samples. When IoU < 0.3, the sample is negative, and when
IoU > 0.6, it is regarded as positive. One training pair
contains 64 samples, where the number of positive samples
is at most 16. The diverse samples may exist in the unused
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negative samples, and they will benefit the discrimination
ability of the model. The original score map Acls is used
to mine these diverse samples. According to the positive
classification scores of Acls, the unused negative samples are
sorted in descending order. We regard the first 16 negative
samples as diverse samples and add them to each training pair.
Therefore, the total sample number in one training pair is 80.
The additional diverse samples are usually near the original
model’s decision hyperplane and have a high possibility to be
the decisive samples. Notice that these samples are helpful for
building robust compact latent features and finding the ideal
decision hyperplane (See the analysis in §3.3).

3.5 Online Tracking with Conditional Updating
In our previous work [1], we only run the proposed CLNet in
the first frame to capture the scene information and generate
adjusting parameters for the base tracker. Then we run the
adjusted tracker without any more adjustments to reduce com-
putation load. However, this strategy cannot handle the videos
with huge scene variation. Thus, we propose a simple and
efficient updated method, called conditional updating (CU).

First, we need to select reliable samples as the candidates
for updating, since we do not have access to the ground-
truth of other frames. Specifically, a tracker usually predicts a
bbox with the confidence (classification) score for each frame.
If the bbox in a frame has a high score, this indicates that
the target in the current frame has a similar appearance with
the template (initial target) and the predicted bbox is more
likely correct. If not, this means that the current target may
suffer from huge appearance variation or occlusion. Extracting
samples from this frame can introduce error information for
the positive samples. Thus, we only use the bbox with high
confidence to generate reliable samples. For simplification, we
only provide the formulations for the classification branch. We
give a constant threshold τ r to select reliable frames and a
candidate set {Mc,bc} to save the feature map and bbox. We
denote the feature map in Eq. 4 for i-th frame as Mi, then
the candidate set is defined as

{Mc,bc} =

 {∅, ∅}, i = 1,
{Mc,bc}, i > 1, si ≤ τr,
{Mi,bi}, i > 1, si > τr,

(13)

where si is the confidence score of predicted bbox bi.
Second, we decide when to update the tracking model. To

capture the hard cases caused by huge scene variation or
similar distractors, we propose a simple metric based on the
classification scores. As mentioned in the visual analysis of
§3.2, when the highest negative classification score is larger
than the positive one, the tracking fault will occur. We utilize
the margin between the highest positive and negative scores
to measure the tracking difficulty for each frame. Since we do
not have the access to the ground-truth bbox on other frames
except the first frame, we can only use the predict bbox to
generate pseudo classification labels Ȳi (We adopt the same
label generation methods from the base trackers). According
to these labels, we split the classification scores into positive
and negative sets. Then we can denote the margin of i-th
frame as ηi = s∗p,i − s∗n,i, where s∗p,i, s

∗
n,i are highest scores

from positive and negative sets, respectively. Small margin
means the samples in the current frame and adjacent frame
are difficult to distinguish by using the current tracking model.
We need to adjust the tracking model for better performance in
the next frame. Thus, we set a constant threshold τm to decide
whether updating the tracking model, i.e., when ηi < τm, we
update the tracking model. To avoid updating frequently, we
clean the candidate set, i.e., {Mc,bc} = {∅, ∅} after updating
once. We stop to update model until we find a new reliable
frame and the score margin is less than the threshold τm.

To distinguish the original CLNet in [1], we denote our new
proposed model with conditional updating as CLNet*.

3.6 Extensions to Other Siamese-Based Trackers

We apply our CLNet* to two other representative Siamese-
based trackers: SiamFC [6] and SiamBAN [18]. To distinguish
the different trackers adjusted by our method, we denote them
as CLNet*-RPN, CLNet*-FC, and CLNet*-BAN, which cor-
respond to SiamRPN++, SiamFC, and SiamBAN, respectively.
CLNet*-FC. As mentioned in §3.2, for SiamFC, the template
feature φ(z), and offset b in Eq. (1), in SiamFC can be
regarded as the classifier for discriminating the instance patch
in the search region. Thus, we can use our CLNet to adjust the
template feature and the offset. In SiamFC, the final similarity
map S in Eq. 1 is regarded as the feature map (like M in
Eq. 4). This is the input of our CLNet, since we require
the correlation features between the instances and template
to build our CLNet and only the similarity map contains the
correlation features in SiamFC. We denote the feature map as
Mf = S. According to the classification labels, we can extract
the latent compact feature cf via Eq. 5, 6 and 7 in §3.3. A
prediction subnetwork g∆f

is used to produce the deviations
for the template feature and offset:

[∆φ(z),∆b] = g∆f
(cf ), (14)

where g∆f
is a deviation predictor that includes three fully

connected layers, similar to g∆ in Eq. 9. We add these
deviations into the corresponding template feature and offset:

φ(z)a = φ(z) + ∆φ(z), ba = b+ ∆b. (15)

Finally, the adjusted similarity map Sf is formulated as:

Sf = φ(x) ∗ φ(z)a + ba. (16)

Similar to SiamFC, the adjusted map is applied to predict the
target. Notice that SiamFC uses all samples for training. Thus,
we omit the diverse sample mining (§3.4) in our CLNet*-FC.
CLNet*-BAN. The recent SiamBAN removes the pre-defined
anchors to obtain faster and better performance than its
baseline SiamRPN++. Thus, the architecture of SiamBAN is
very similar to SiamRPN++, and only the head part has slight
differences. To obtain CLNet*-BAN, we only need to change
the number of output channels in the prediction subnetwork
of our CLNet. The other adjustment procedures and training
method are the same as CLNet*-RPN, described in §3.3 and
3.4. The detailed structures of CLNets can be found in §4.1.
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TABLE 1
Size of output feature map in each layer of our CLNets.

This table provides the detailed structures of the CLNets inside
our CLNet*-FC and CLNet*-RPN trackers, which are based on
SiamFC-Pt [6], and SiamRPN++ [12], respectively. H, W, and C

represent the height, weight, and channel number of the
feature map, respectively. c̄, ċ, and k are set to 128, 256 and 5,

respectively.

CLNet*-FC CLNet*-RPN
Classification Classification Regression

HxW C HxW C HxW C
Input 25x25 1 25x25 256 25x25 256

Conv1 25x25 c̄ 25x25 c̄ 25x25 2*c̄
Conv2 25x25 c̄ 25x25 c̄ 25x25 2*c̄
Conv3 25x25 c̄ 25x25 c̄ 25x25 2*c̄
LE 1x1 4*c̄ 1x1 4*c̄ 1x1 4*c̄
FC1 1x1 ċ 1x1 ċ 1x1 ċ
FC2 1x1 ċ 1x1 ċ 1x1 ċ
FC3 1x1 25*25+1 1x1 2k*(256+1)+1 1x1 4k*(256+1)+1

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our algorithm is implemented in Pytorch (Python 3) and
evaluated on a single GPU (NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti). We use
different versions of Pytorch according to the base trackers.
For CLNet*-FC, we select the Pytorch-version2 of SiamFC [6]
with Pytorch 0.4.0 as the base code. This base tracker
is denoted as SiamFC-Pt. For CLNet*-RPN and CLNet*-
BAN, we use the official codes from SiamRPN++ [12]
and SiamBAN [18], and develop our method in the rec-
ommended Pytorch 0.4.0 and Pytorch 1.3.1, respectively.
We compare our trackers, CLNet*-RPN, CLNet*-FC, and
CLNet*-BAN with several representative trackers on NfS [68],
DTB [69], LaSOT [36], GOT10k [20], VOT2019 [70], and
VOT2020 [19]. The tracking speeds of CLNet*-RPN, CLNet*-
FC, and CLNet*-BAN are 38.1 FPS, 104.9 FPS, and 43.6 FPS.

4.1 Implementation Details
4.1.1 Architecture
The proposed CLNet includes a feature-adjusting subnetwork
ga, one latent encoder operation LE, and a prediction sub-
network g∆. ga includes three convolutional blocks (named
as Conv1, Conv2, and Conv3), which are built by a 1× 1
convolution, batch-norm, and ReLU layer. g∆ includes three
fully connected layers (denoted FC1, FC2, and FC3), where
the first two layers are followed by a ReLU layer and the last
one is followed by a Tanh layer. The settings of CLNet*-RPN
and CLNet*-FC are shown in Table 1. For CLNet*-BAN, we
only need to set the anchor number k = 1 in Table 1.

4.1.2 Training
We follow the training protocol of the basic trackers:
SiamRPN++, SiamFC-Pt, and SiamBAN, using the same train-
ing datasets. Since we want to eliminate the impact of different
training data for each basic tracker, and explore whether our
approach can further improve each basic tracker with the same
training data. In fact, we freeze the networks in the basic

2. https://github.com/StrangerZhang/SiamFC-PyTorch

trackers and only train the CLNets inside them. Thus, the
number of training iterations is less than that of the basic
trackers (1/10 number of SiamRPN++ and SiamBAN).
CLNet*-RPN. COCO [34], DET [9], VID [9], and
YouTubeBB [35] are adopted as training datasets. We use
Synchronized stochastic gradient descent (SGD) over four
GPUs. The batch size is 64. Each epoch contains 60,000
training pairs. We train over 20 epochs, where the first five
epochs are used for warrmup with a step learning rate from
0.001 to 0.005, and we exponentially decay the learning
rate from 0.005 to 0.0005 in the last 15 epochs. The other
hyperparameters are the same as for SiamRPN++.
CLNet*-FC. We use the VID [9] dataset and train our network
over 30 epochs with SGD on a single GPU. In fact, the training
protocol and the hyperparameters are the same as for the basic
tracker, i.e., the Pytorch-version of SiamFC.
CLNet*-BAN. The training datasets includes COCO [34],
DET [9], VID [9], YouTubeBB [35], GOT10k [20] and
LaSOT [36]. Our network is trained with SGD over four
GPUs. The batch size is 112 (28 per GPU). We train over
20 epochs, each of which contains 10,000 training pairs. The
other hyperparameters are the same as for SiamBAN.

4.2 Comparison on the NfS30 Dataset
Need for Speed (NfS) [68] includes 100 challenging sequences
with fast-moving objects. We evaluate the basic models,
SiamRPN++ [12], SiamFC-Pt [6], and SiamBAN [18], and our
trackers, CLNet*-RPN, CLNet*-FC, and CLNet*-BAN, on the
30 FPS version (NfS30). We also compare with the several
well-known trackers evaluated in [68], including Correlation
Filter (CF) based trackers (SRDCF [71], DSST [72], KCF [21],
LCT [73], SAMF [74], HCF [31], and HDT [75]), and deep
trackers (MDNet [14], FCNT [30], and GOTURN [24]). As
shown in Fig. 6, our CLNet*-BAN achieves the best perfor-
mance in terms of precision and AUC, which are 29.8% and
31.1% higher than the best tracker, MDNet [14], reported in
the original paper. Compared with the SiamBAN, our tracker
also obtains promising performance improvement in both
metrics. Furthermore, our CLNet*-RPN achieves significant
relative gains of 10.6% and 10.2% in terms of both precision
and area-under-the-curve (AUC), compared with the baseline
SiamRPN++. Besides, the proposed CLNet*-FC ranks second
among the original trackers in [68]. Notably, it significantly
outperforms its baseline SiamFC-Pt, by large relative gains of
9.7% and 6.8% in terms of precision and AUC.

4.3 Results on the DTB70 Dataset
Our trackers are also evaluated on the DTB Dataset [69],
which includes 70 videos. We report the precision and AUC
plots in Fig. 7, comparing against the basic trackers, as well
as other trackers reported in DTB70, such as MDNet [14],
CREST [76], MEEM [77], and SRDCF [71]. Among all
the trackers, our CLNet*-RPN is the best tracker, which
outperforms the basic tracker, SiamRPN++, by large gains
of 7.1% and 8.1% in terms of precision and AUC. In both
evaluation metrics, the proposed CLNet*-BAN tracker obtains
the second-best score, achieving superior performance to its

https://github.com/StrangerZhang/SiamFC-PyTorch
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Fig. 6. Precision and overlap success plots with AUC on
the NfS30 dataset [68]. Only the top-ten trackers are shown.

Fig. 7. Precision and overlap success plots with AUC on
the DTB70 dataset [69]. Only the top-ten trackers are shown.

baseline SiamBAN. Moreover, our CLNet*-FC also improves
its baseline SiamFC-Pt with promising gains in precision
and AUC, and achieves 7.5% and 10.1% higher performance
than the best MDNet tracker, reported in the original bench-
mark [69]. We attribute the performance promotion to the
proposed compact latent network.

4.4 Results on Large-Scale Datasets

LaSOT. LaSOT [36] includes 1,400 sequences with an average
sequence length of 2,512 frames. We conduct experiments
on the testing set of LaSOT with 280 sequences, comparing
with the recent MLT [65], GradNet [67], SiamDW [13],
C-RPN [11], PrDiMP [78], SiamRCNN [79], and offline
Ocean [80]. Following [36], three metrics are used for eval-
uation, including the overlap success (AUC), precision (P),
and normalized precision (Pnorm). As shown in Table 2,
all of our trackers achieve better performance than their
baselines in terms of all three metrics. Especially, CLNet*-
BAN outperforms the baseline SiamBAN with a large relative
gain of 4.9% in terms of Pnorm. SiamRCNN and PrDiMP
outperform our best tracker CLNet*-BAN, since they have
well-designed online learning approaches. While our CLNet*-
BAN obtains faster speed around 43.6 FPS, compared with
4.6 FPS of SiamRCNN and 30 FPS of PrDiMP (provided by
original papers).
GOT10k. GOT10k [20] contains more than 10,000 videos,
convering 640+ generic classes. We conduct experiments
on the testing set with 180 videos (127 frames average
length), comparing with MDNet [14], GOTURN [24], Mem-
Tracker [45], PrDiMP [78], and SiamRCNN [79]. We use the

average overlap (AO) and success rate (SR0.5) for evaluation.
As shown in Table 3, our trackers outperform baselines in both
two metrics. Notice that, CLNet*-BAN achieves significant
relative gains of 5.0% and 4.5% in terms of AO and SR0.5.
Our best tracker CLNet*-BAN ranks third in both AO and
SR0.5, which is lower than PrDiMP and SiamRCNN. While
our running speed is faster than them as mentioned before.

4.5 Comparison on the VOT Datasets

To measure the short-term tracking performance, we also
evaluate our trackers on the real-time challenge provided by
VOT2019 [70] and VOT2020 [19]. VOT2019 performs re-
initialization of a tracker when it fails to track the target,
which is the same as the previous VOT challenge. VOT2020
proposes a new anchor-based short-term tracking evaluation
protocol by replacing the re-initialization with anchor-based
initialization, i.e., placing several anchors on each frame as
initialization points. Notice that under the VOT protocol, we
will re-initialize our tracker by using CLNet many times. To
reduce time cost, we omit the conditional updating strategy
(CU), since we have updated our model at each initialization
point. We denote our trackers without CU as CLNet-FC,
CLNet-RPN, and CLNet-BAN for three basic trackers.
VOT2019. We adopt the EAO, ACC and ROB under the real-
time setting to compare different trackers, including our basic
trackers, the top-two algorithms (SiamMargin and SiamFCOT)
ranked by EAO in the real-time challenge, and several recent
methods: SPM [81], SiamMask [82], SiamDW ST [13], and
DiMP [83]. As shown in Table 4, our CLNet-RPN obtains
the best score in terms of ACC. Compared with its baseline
SiamRPN++, the proposed method achieves a significant per-
formance improvement of 9.8% in terms of EAO, and also
boosts the ACC and ROB scores. Our CLNet-BAN performs
the second best in terms of EAO and ROB among all trackers,
and improves its baseline, SiamBAN, by a large gain of 10.6%
in terms of EAO. The last tracker, CLNet-FC, also boosts the
EAO and ROB scores of its baseline, SiamFC-Pt. These results
demonstrate that our approaches can effectively improve the
short-term tracking ability of the base models.
VOT2020. VOT2020 re-defines the accuracy and robustness
according to the anchor-based initialization. Here, we denote
them as A and R. Firstly, basic trackers are evaluated under the
real-time setting. As shown in Table 5, all of them obtain lower
EAO scores than VOT2019, which indicates that new evalua-
tion is more challenging. Then we run our trackers and achieve
better EAO scores than all basic trackers. This demonstrates
the effectiveness under the new evaluation. Our models obtain
slight improvement compared with the VOT2019 results, since
VOT2020 adopts segmentation masks for evaluation, while the
baselines only produce bounding boxes leading to our CLNet
cannot provide proper adjustments. Besides there is still a
gap between our trackers and the champion AlphaRef [19]
(0.486 EAO) since our basic trackers do not combine any mask
refine strategy. We also provide the details of parameters and
Multiply-accumulate Operations for all models. This indicates
that our models only take a few additional space and compu-
tation costs while achieving promising improvement.
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TABLE 2
Comparison on the LaSOT dataset [36]. The first and second best scores are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.

MLT GradNet SiamDW C-RPN PrDiMP SiamRCNN Ocean SiamFC-Pt CLNet*-FC SiamRPN++ CLNet*-RPN SiamBAN CLNet*-BAN
[65] [67] [13] [11] [78] [79] [80] [6] Ours [12] Ours [18] Ours

P (%) ↑ - 35.1 - 44.3 - - 52.6 32.1 33.3 48.5 50.1 51.9 52.9
Pnorm (%) ↑ - - - 54.2 - 72.2 - 41.2 42.4 56.5 58.3 59.7 62.3
AUC (%) ↑ 34.5 36.5 38.4 45.5 59.8 64.8 52.6 33.2 33.3 49.3 50.2 51.4 52.6

TABLE 3
Comparison on the GOT10k dataset [20]. The first and second best scores are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.

MDNet GOTURN MemTracker PrDiMP SiamRCNN SiamFC-Pt CLNet*-FC SiamRPN++ CLNet*-RPN SiamBAN CLNet*-BAN
[14] [24] [45] [78] [79] [6] Ours [12] Ours [18] Ours

AO (%) 35.2 41.8 46.0 63.4 64.9 34.0 35.0 51.7 54.3 55.9 56.5
SR0.5 (%) 36.7 47.5 52.4 73.8 72.8 37.4 38.5 61.6 64.4 66.5 67.5

TABLE 4
Results of the real-time setting in VOT2019 [70]. The first and second best scores are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.

SPM SiamMask SiamDW ST DiMP SiamFCOT SiamMargin SiamFC-Pt CLNet-FC SiamRPN++ CLNet-RPN SiamBAN CLNet-BAN
[81] [82] [13] [83] [70] [70] [6] Ours [12] Ours [18] Ours

EAO ↑ 0.275 0.287 0.299 0.321 0.350 0.366 0.180 0.192 0.285 0.313 0.322 0.356
ACC ↑ 0.577 0.594 0.600 0.582 0.601 0.585 0.511 0.507 0.599 0.606 0.596 0.588
ROB ↓ 0.507 0.461 0.467 0.371 0.386 0.321 0.968 0.883 0.482 0.461 0.401 0.341

TABLE 5
Results of the real-time setting in VOT2020 [19]. The first

and second best scores are highlighted in red and blue,
respectively. Pm and MAC are Parameters and
Multiply-accumulate Operations, respectively.

SiamFC-Pt CLNet-FC SiamRPN++ CLNet-RPN SiamBAN CLNet-BAN
[6] Ours [12] Ours [18] Ours

EAO ↑ 0.172 0.177 0.242 0.261 0.263 0.266
A ↑ 0.422 0.423 0.442 0.458 0.449 0.446
R ↑ 0.479 0.499 0.678 0.69 0.714 0.722

Pm (M) 2.336 3.632 53.951 61.823 53.932 57.086
MACs (G) 3.190 3.201 59.521 60.009 59.509 60.004

4.6 Ablation Study
The analysis experiments are conducted on a combined dataset
including NfS30 (30 FPS version) [68] and DTB70 [69]
datasets. The new dataset includes 170 videos for thorough
analysis. The baseline and variants of our approach are eval-
uated using AUC and precision (P) metrics [84].
Analysis of Key Components. To explore the influence of
additional training iterations, we firstly retrain the base tracker
(BT), SiamRPN++, by using our training method, and evaluate
it on the combined dataset. As shown in Table 6, the retrained
tracker (RT) slightly improve AUC (BT: 55.8% vs RT: 56.1%)
and precision (BT: 69.9% vs RT: 71.4%). This indicates it
will not provide significant gains by simplely using additional
training iterations. Furthermore, to analyze the influence of
our key components, they are added to our baseline (BT) one
by one. We first use the adjustment network removing the
latent encoder to tune the base model (+AN). The gains in
terms of AUC (1.2%) and P (1.1%) scores demonstrate that the
adjustment network can extract sequence-specific information

to improve the base model. When adding the latent encoder
(+LE), our CLNet obtains further improvement with a AUC
gain of 1.9% and P gain of 1.5%. This indicates the advantages
of our latent encoder in extract a compact and effective feature
containing the sequence-specific information. Furthermore, the
image-pairs are sampled from one sequence in each batch
(+OS) to obtain a robust latent feature. This achieves a further
improvement, with 0.2% and 1.3% gains in terms of AUC and
P scores, respectively. Our diverse sample mining technique
(+DM) increases AUC and P scores by another 0.9% and
0.6%. Finally, the conditional updating (+CU) strategy is
applied for online tracking, and provide a AUC gain of 1.0%
and P gain of 1.3%. In summary, compared with our baseline,
the final version (+CU) achieves significant relative gains of
9.3% and 8.3% in terms of AUC and P scores. Besides, to
investigate the impact on the regression branch, we can remove
CLNets of the regression branch. We find that only adjusting
the classification branch (-RB) obtain lower scores with 1.0%
and 1.3% reduction in terms of AUC and P scores, compared
with adjusting both branches (+DM). The results indicate that
our CLNet can also provide benefits for the regression task,
demonstrating the generalization.

Different Weight Augmentation. As mentioned before,
our CLNet produces a deviation of the weights of the last
layers (Eq. 9) and we use a simple additive augmentation to
fuse it and the original weights (Eq. 10). Do other complex
augmentations work for our model? To answer this ques-
tion, we propose CBAM [85] (block attention) and FILM
[86] (linear transformation) weight augmentations inspired by
TACT [87], which is a tracking method using different feature
augmentations for context embedding. Specifically, assume the
dimension of original weights θ1 is m×n, i.e., θ1 ∈ Rm×n, we
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TABLE 6
Analysis of key components with AUC and precision (P) on

combined NfS30 [68] and DTB70 [69] dataset. The base
tracker (BT) is SiamRPN++ [12]. RT represents the retrained

tracker. The components contain an adjustment network (+AN),
latent encoder (+LE), one sequence for training (+OS), diverse

sample mining (+DM), and conditional updating (+CU). -RB
means omitting the regression branch.

RT BT +AN +LE +OS +DM -RB +CU

P (%) 71.4 69.9 71.0 72.5 73.8 74.4 73.1 75.7
AUC (%) 56.1 55.8 57.0 58.9 59.1 60.0 59.0 61.0

TABLE 7
Comparison of weight augmentation in terms of AUC and

precision (P) scores on combined NfS30 [68] and
DTB70 [69] dataset. The base tracker is SiamRPN++ [12].

CBAM [85] and FILM [86] represent a block attention and linear
transformation weight augmentation methods, respectively.

SiamRPN++ CLNet/CBAM CLNet/FILM CLNet-RPN

P (%) 69.9 72.2 73.4 74.4
AUC (%) 55.8 58.4 58.7 60.0

TABLE 8
AUC Scores of recent trackers on the LaSOT dataset [36].

TransT TransT-M STARK E.T.Track LightTrack FEAR-L CLNet*-BAN
[88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] Ours

AUC (%) 64.9 65.4 67.1 59.1 55.5 57.9 52.6

can generate two attention maps δm ∈ Rm×1 and δn ∈ R1×n

by adjusting the output of prediction subnetwork g∆. Then we
obtain the adjusted weight by using the CBAM augmentation
as follows θa = (θ1⊗ δm)⊗ δn, where ⊗ represents element-
wise multiplication. Similarly, for FILM augmentation, we
generate two coefficient maps γ, β ∈ Rm×n. Then we can
obtain θa = (θ1 ⊗ γ) + β.

To focus on the impacts of different augmentations on orig-
inal CLNet, we omit the CU strategy and denote the tracker
based on SiamRPN++ [12] as CLNet-RPN. We retrain CLNets
by replacing additive augmentation with CBAM and FILM,
and denote them as CLNet/CBAM and CLNet/FILM. Then
we evaluate these models on the combined dataset [69], [68].
As shown in Table 7, both CLNet/CBAM and CLNet/FILM
obtain promising improvements than base tracker SiamRPN++
in terms of P and AUC, which indicates that our CLNet can
utilize different weight augmentations. CLNet/FILM achieves
better performance than CLNet/CBAM, since it uses more
parameters for adjustment. However, CLNet-RPN with simple
additive augmentation can still outperform them. The reason
may be that CBAM and FILM are designed for feature aug-
mentation, and they are not suitable for weight augmentation.

4.7 More Discussions
To follow up the recent hot topic of transformer based tracking,

we compare three representative trackers: TransT [88], TransT-
M [89], and STARK [90] on LaSOT. As shown in Table 8,
there are gaps between transformer based models and our
ResNet-based model (CLNet*-BAN), since former ones have
stronger backbone. Besides, we also show the results of several
efficient trackers: E.T.Track [91], LightTrack [92], and FEAR-
L [93], which have real-time speeds on the edge-platforms.
In future work, we will try to incorporate our CLNet into
these recent models with more efficient backbones, to explore
a more generalized and practical solution.

5 CONCLUSION

We have conducted an in-depth analysis to investigate
Siamese-based trackers’ performance degradation via visual-
ization and tracking examples, and found that missing decisive
samples during training is the critical factor. To alleviate
it, we present a compact latent network (CLNet) to adjust
Siamese-based models. Our CLNet is able to efficiently cap-
ture sequence-specific information from the initial frame. To
further improve the training of adjusted networks, a new
diverse sample mining approach is designed to enhance the
discrimination ability. Extensive experiments on three repre-
sentative trackers have clearly demonstrated the generalization
ability and effectiveness of our CLNet.
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